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Abstract. In the paper, the authors present some integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard
type for s-geometrically convex functions and for the product of two s-geometrically convex
functions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We recall the definitions of classical convex functions and geometrically convex
functions.
Definition 1. Let f W I  RD . 1;1/! R. If the inequality
f .xC .1 /y/ f .x/C .1 /f .y/ (1.1)
is valid for all x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1, then f is called the convex function on I ; if
the inequality (1.1) reverses, then f is called the concave function on I .




 f .x/f 1 .y/ (1.2)
is sound for any x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1, then f is called the geometrically convex
function; if the inequality of (1.2) reverses, then f is called the geometrically concave
function.
The concept of classical convex functions has been generalized or extended widely
in recent decades. Some of them can be reformulated as follows.
Definition 3 ([3,5]). Let f W I  R! R0D Œ0;1/ and s 2 .0;1. If the inequality
f .xC .1 /y/ sf .x/C .1 /sf .y/
holds for all x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1, then f is called the s-convex function on I .
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 f s .x/f .1 /s .y/
validates for any x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1, then f is called the s-geometrically convex
function on I .
For classical convex functions, we have the famous Hermite–Hadamard integral
inequality below.










f .x/dx  f .a/Cf .b/
2
: (1.3)
If f is a concave function on I , then the inequality (1.3) reverses.
In the literature, there have existed some integral inequalities of the Hermite–
Hadamard type on classical convex functions and s-convex functions. Some of them
can be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 2 ([4, Theorem 2.2]). Let f W I ı  R! R be a differentiable mapping











 jf 0.a/jC jf 0.b/j:
Theorem 3 ([7, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4]). Let f W I  R0 ! R be differentiable
on I ı and a;b 2 I with a < b. If jf 0jp is s-convex on Œa;b for some s 2 .0;1 and




































C3jf 0.b/jp=.p 1/1 1=pC3jf 0.a/jp=.p 1/Cjf 0.b/jp=.p 1/1 1=po:
Theorem 4 ([6, Theorem 3]). Let f W I R0!R be differentiable on I ı, a;b 2 I
with a < b, and f 0 2 LŒa;b. If jf 0jq is s-convex on Œa;b for some s 2 .0;1 and
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In recent decades, many new integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamrd type
for diverse new kinds of convex functions have been created and established. For de-
tailed information, please refer to [1–4, 6–15] and closely related references therein.
In this paper, we will establish some new integral inequalities of the Hermite–
Hadamard type for s-geometrically convex functions.
2. SOME NEW INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES
We now start out to establish some integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard
type for s-geometrically convex functions.
Theorem 5. Let f W I  RC! RC be an integrable function, a;b 2 I with a < b,










dx  Œf .a/f .b/1 sL f s.a/;f s.b/;
where the logarithmic mean L.u;v/ is defined by
L.u;v/D
( v u
lnv  lnu; u¤ vI
u; uD v:
(2.1)




















.a/f .1 t/s .b/d t:
In [2], it was obtained that the inequality
t
s  stC1 s (2.2)
is valid for   1, 0  t  1, and 0 < s  1. When s 2 .0;1/, the s-geometrically




.a/f .1 t/s .b/d t 
Z 1
0
f stC1 s.a/f s.1 t/C1 s.b/d t
D Œf .a/f .b/1 sL f s.a/;f s.b/:
Due to
p





 f  atb1 tf  bta1 t1=2  f  atb1 tCf  bta1 t
2
:
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The proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
Theorem 6. Let f W I  RC! RC be an integrable function, a;b 2 I with a < b,









f .x/dx Œf .a/f .b/1 sL af s.a/;bf s.b/:
where L.u;v/ is the logarithmic mean defined by (2.1).
Proof. Taking x D atb1 t for t 2 Œ0;1, using Definition 4, and employing the



















atb1 tf stC1 s.a/f s.1 t/C1 s.b/d t










































The proof of Theorem 6 is complete. 
Theorem 7. Let f;g W I  RC! RC be integrable functions, a;b 2 I with a <
b, and s1; s2 2 .0;1. If f is an s1-geometrically convex function and g is an s2-















 Œf .a/f .b/1 s1 Œg.a/g.b/1 s2L f s1.a/gs2.a/;f s1.b/gs2.b/;
where L.u;v/ is the logarithmic mean defined by (2.1).
Proof. Letting x D atb1 t for t 2 Œ0;1, using the s-geometric convexity, and util-





























f s1tC1 s1.a/f s2.1 t/C1 s2.b/gs1tC1 s1.a/gs2.1 t/C1 s2.b/d t
D Œf .a/f .b/1 s1 Œg.a/g.b/1 s2L f s1.a/gs2.a/;f s1.b/gs2.b/:









D f .1=2/1 s1  patb1 tbta1 t g.1=2/1 s2  patb1 tbta1 t 








































The proof of Theorem 7 is complete. 
Theorem 8. Let f;g W I  RC! RC be integrable functions, a;b 2 I with a <
b, and s1; s2 2 .0;1. If f is an s1-geometrically convex function and g is an s2-














 Œf .a/f .b/1 s1 Œg.a/g.b/1 s2L af s1.a/gs2.a/;bf s1.b/gs2.b/;
where L.u;v/ is the logarithmic mean defined by (2.1).




















atb1 tf ts1 .a/f .1 t/s1 .b/gts1 .a/g.1 t/s2 .b/d t
 Œf .a/f .b/1 s1 Œg.a/g.b/1 s2L af s1.a/gs2.a/;bf s1.b/gs2.b/


















































The proof of Theorem 8 is thus complete. 
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